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Our apologies to Bill Hodges and any other readers who received one of a limited number of February Sooner Magazines that were not assembled properly. One of the boys who works in the bindery of the University Press where the eight-page sections of the magazine are assembled apparently got his assembly line mixed up.

The chances are that only a small number went through this way—with eight pages of reading matter repeated and eight pages missing—but your editor opened each mail with a shudder of apprehension for several days.

Reader Hodges remarked, quite reasonably:

"Although I thoroughly enjoyed the articles and items appearing upon pages 1 to 8 inclusive, and pages 25 to 32, both inclusive, having perused them once, I hardly felt like doing it again at the same sitting. And, moreover, I am rather curious to know what you have to offer on pages 9 to 24, both inclusive, as I am one member of the audience who reads the magazine thoroughly and faithfully."

Copies of the February issue guaranteed to contain all the pages from 1 to 32, consecutively and inclusive, will be mailed to any subscriber who reports receiving an imperfect copy.

A new staff writer for Sooner Magazine makes her debut in this issue. She is Nancy Royal, arts and sciences sophomore from Konawa, who takes over the authoring of the important Campus Review department. She succeeds Jim Flinchum, who felt compelled to resign because of his heavy duties as editor of the Oklahoma Daily.

Mr. Flinchum handled the department competently and leaves the staff with the cordial best wishes of the editor.

O. U. alumni who have youngsters at the age when they make interesting pictures are strangely modest about sending in photographs for publication in Sooner Magazine.

We get a good one now and then, but would like to have more. Making a hundred thousand dollars or getting elected president of the firm is great stuff, but there's no achievement quite so worthy of pride as a beautiful daughter or a brightness-eyed son.

Send us their pictures and let your friends enjoy seeing them.

—R. C.
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